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BEFOm TEE SOUTH DAKOTA PbBLIC UTILITES CO 

P LED IJTTAL TESTIMONY OF Drt"VI 

I, INTRODUCTION A,UD SU 

Q: Please state your name and business address for the record. 

A: My name is Daniel E. Klein, and my business address is Twenty-First Strategies, LLC, 

6595 Teni Msol! Court, hfclea-il, VA 22101. 

Q: Briefly describe your present occupation and responsibilities. 

A: I am President of Twenty-First Strategies, LLC, a consulting firm founded in 1995 to 

offer energy and environmental consulting services to electric power companies, industry 

associations, government agencies, NGOs, and others. 

Q: Briefly describe your educational and professional background. 

A: In 1973,I received a bachelor's degree in Urban Studies from the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology. In 1975, 1 received a Masters of Business Administration from the Stanford 

University Graduate School of Business. Since that time, I have been a consultant specializing in 

energy, environmental, and economic analysis. Beginning in 1975, 1 was employed for over 

twenty years by the consulting firm ICF Resources Incorporated (originally ICF Inc.), where for 

several years I was a Senior Vice President and Director. I founded Twenty-First Strategies in 

1995 to offer energy and environmental consulting services to electric power companies, 

industry associations, govemment agencies, NCOs, and others. 

Applicants' Exhibit 310 to this Testimony presents my resume, qualifications, and 

experience in greater detail. 
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Q: hat is the purpose of your testimony in this proceedin 

ose of my testimony is to ad ss the concept of risk in the context of selecting 

the proper type of electric generation resource to meet the future needs of the Big Stone Unit I1 

participants. Opponents of the Big Stone Unit 11 project have argued that construction of a new 

baseload generating station may not be justified in light of what they perceive as the significant 

risk of future greenhouse gas regulation. I understand other witnesses will address the possibility 

that such regulations will be adopted. My testimony addresses the significant risk that would 

result from not constructing the Big Stone Unit I1 station and relying on other forms of electric 

generation. 

Q: Please summarize the findings made in your analysis. 

A: As I understand it, the Big Stone Unit I1 owners have determined there is a need for 

baseload resources. 

To meet this increasing demand, seven electric utilities have proposed building Big Stone 

Unit 11, a 600-megawatt, coal-fired electric generation plant. The plant's dispatchable, baseload 

power would increase reliability in the region, as we11 as add diversity and reduce single-outage 

risks for the parficipants. 

If Big Stone Unit I1 is not built, an alternative means of acquiring baseioad resources will 

be required. Likely alternatives to supply 600 MVV of baseload power are few, and would entail 

dependence upon expensive and risky supplies of natural gas andlor petroleum fuels, In most 

parts of the U.S., the prim alternative to a new coal-fired plant would be constmction of a 600 

combined cycle natural gas plant, Nuclear energy is edging closer to again becomin 

viable option for new capacity, but carnot yet be considered dependable with respect to 



licensing, timing, and costs. The other primary source of baseload power, large hydroelectric 

plants, offers no reasonable opportunities for large-scale additions. 

Renewable resources such as wind power could substitute for some of the generation that 

Big Stone Unit I1 would produce. But because these resources are intennittent and not 

dispatchable, they make only a limited convibution to meeting peak load capacity needs, These 

intermittent renewable resources wouId require back-up capabilities such as natural gas-fired 

turbines before most of the capacity could be considered dependable. 

Accordingly, capacity alternatives to Big Stone Unit 11 entail utilization of natural gas (or 

petroleum fuels), either as a primary or backup fuel supply. Natural gas (and petroleum) prices 

are much more volatile than coal prices. Because of this, regions with more coal-fired power in 

their generation mix have more stable power rates. 

The volatility of natural gas prices creates a highly significant risk factor for an electric 

generation resource that relies on natural gas. As shown below, if Big Stone Unit I1 were gas- 

fired instead of coal-fired, an increase in gas prices of only $lNMBtu would increase 

generation costs by about $30,000,000 in a single year. As also shown below, natural gas prices 

to electric power generators have often changed by over $l/MMBtu in a single year. Forecasts of 

future natural gas markets show similar price unpredictability. For instance, for the last ten years 

Energy Infomation Administration forecasts have consistently projected 2005 natural gas prices 

at $4MMBTU and below, whereas actual 2005 gas prices reached three times that level. 

In contrast, coal prices tend to be much more stable than natural gas prices, and, in any 

event, coal prices can be locked in long-term through coal supply agreements. As a result, coal 

plants are likely to involve far less generation cost risk than an alternative that relies on natural 

gas for fuel. 
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Q: Is the risk ge of coal inereasin as compared to natural gas? 

A: Yes. The outlook for natural gas supplies is worsening for consumers. The supply 

disruptions and high prices of the 1970s and early 1980s was followed by a period of generally 

mple  supplies and lower prices lasting through the mid-1980s and most of the 1990s- But in the 

last few years, available supplies for both natural gas and petroleum fuels have been much 

tighter, resulting in sharply higher market prices md rapidly increasing expectations for higher 

prices well into the future. 

Goal prices, on the other hand, are based much more on domestic mining and 

transportation costs, and are influenced heavily by trends in labor costs and mining productivity. 

Price forecasts for coal have generally trended downward since the 1980s, as improvements in 

labor productivity and rail rates have exceeded earlier expectations. 

Because of these trends, the forecasted price differential between coal and natural gas is 

widening, weakening natural gas's ability to be a competitive long-run fuel for power generation. 

Q: How do these risk factors affect South Dakota consumers? 

A: For South Dakota consumers, higher energy prices can have many effects. One of the 

most direct effects is that the income diverted into higher power bills is no longer available to 

meet other household uses. With less disposable income, other activities must be curtailed, 

including some that promote better health and safety. This is particularly true in lower income 

households, where just meeting the basic necessities can consume most, if not all, available 

income. Reductions in disposable income result in hi@er health and safety risks. 

There is also research that has been conducted that has explored the relationship between 

y price shocks and unemplo ma t .  Apart from the average long-term effects of hi 
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energy prices, the volatility of those prices can further perturb the economy and heighten 

unemployment. 

Residential energy consumption data shows that households in South Dakota and other 

West North Central states consume greater-than-average quantities of energy relative to other 

states and regions, possibly due to greater heating requirements. In addition, these households 

generally have a higher fraction of their energy needs met by natural gas and petroleum fuels, 

with the result that the per-household consumption of these fuels is substantially higher than in 

most other states. Accordingly, South Dakota households could be doubly sensitive to gas price 

volatility - both in the direct gas consumption for households and for the higher costs of gas- 

fired generation. Hence, coal use would not only be less volatile as a power generation source, 

but would also help to moderate price spikes in other parts of a family's energy budget. 

Q: How is your testimony organized? 

A: My testimony is divided into two sections, The first section examines the volatility of 

natural gas prices as compared with coal prices. This section shows that investment in a 

generation resource utilizing natural gas as a fuel poses far greater generation cost risks than the 

same investment in a generation resource utilizing coal. The second section examines the 

consequences to South Dakota households if a riskier form of electric generation is chosen and 

such risk results in higher energy prices. This section shows that the higher energy prices will 

have detrimental effects on both the economic well-being and the health of South Dakota 

households. 
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APPLICANTS' EXHIBIT 31 

11. VOLATILITY IN FOSSIL FUEL PRICES 

VIEW OF VOLATILITY AND FUEL PRICE ISSUES 

Q: tVhat does "volatility" mean in the context of enerw prices? 

A: "Volatility" refers to the degree to which prices may rise or fall over a period of time. In 

an efficient market, prices will normally incorporate known and anticipated present and future 

circumstances of supply and demand. Similarly, changes in mxket prices will tend to reflect 

changes in what we collectively know or anticipate. 

When market prices tend to change a lot over relatively short time periods, the market is 

described as having a high degree of volatility. Conversely, relatively stable prices are associated 

with low volatility. 

In electric power markets, generation assets represent huge investments, typically 

hundreds of millions if not billions of dollars. The ability of those investments to return, and earn 

a return on, capital depends upon the ability of the generation to produce power and seI1 it at a 

viable price. With fossil fuel costs representing a substantial portion of the total cost of 

producing power, and with economic dispatch principles exposing high-cost generators to idle 

operations, electric power companies are extremely sensitive to fluctuations in fossil fuel prices. 

Hence, volatility in prices creates uncertainty and risk. Generally, firms and individuals 

are risk-averse, in that there is a willingness to give up a portion of the expected benefits in order 

to achieve greater certainty that those benefits will be achieved. This is a basic principle of 

insurance and risk management, and is a cornerstone underlying modem portfolio theory. 

Electric power producers will trpically make serious efforts to mitigate the financial risk 

of volatile fuel prices. Such steps may include long-tern supply contracts, and financial options 

futures, However, these types of actions do not eli the inherent risk of 
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I they merely transfer the risk to other parties. This transference of risk is achieved at a cost, and 

2 the electric power producer will consider such risk mitigation costs as part of mal;ing fuel 

3 choices. 

3 Further, it is not possible to transfer all of the financial risk of volatile fuel prices, Power 

5 generation assets are extremely long-lived, typically expected to be prod~lctive for several 

6 decades. Mast options and futures markets provide hedging opportunities for no more than a few 

7 years. Even long-term fuel supply contracts will tend to contain provisions for price adjustments 

8 over time. Hence, the electric power producer will not be able to mitigate completely all fuel 

9 price risks, and fuels with more volatile prices will continue to pose greater financial risks. 

10 Q: Why is price volatility important? 

11 A: We live in a market economy, where prices move up and down in response to changes in 

12 supply and demand. Some amount of price volatility is, therefore, an inevitable consequence of a 

13 market-based economy. 

14 But price volatility carries a cost. Volatility matters for all consumers and producers in 

15 the economy. Just as a car gets worse mileage when driven in stop-and-go conditions, price 

16 volatility induces actions that collectively cause a weaker-perfoming economy. Volatility in 

17 prices creates market uncertainties. Since consumers and companies make purchase and 

18 investment decisions based on expectations about prices, higher volatility increases the 

19 likelihood of making decisions that turn out poorly. Risk premiums increase to compensate for 

20 higher volatility. VolatiIe prices can also affect labor markets, increasing temporary layoffs or 

21 prompting surge hiring. 

22 The U.S. Depmment of Energy's Energy Info ation Administration (ETA) is a 

23 statistical, a ency created by Con ss in 1977 to provide 
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analyses. EIA recently undertook an analysis of the effect of energy price volatility vis-a-vis 

steady energy rices. Their findings were published as "Energy Price Impacts on the U.S. 

Economy" ((April 2001, at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/econorny/energyYprice.pdf). This 

analysis was undertaken in response to the two years of rapidly falling oil prices in 1997 and 

1998, followed by two years of rapidly rising prices. To assess the economic impacts of these 

rapidly changing energy prices, EIA cornpaxed two cases: (1) The "Vo!ati!e Energy Price" case 

mimicked the energy price percent changes seen from the period between 1997:l to 2001:1, 

including the prices movements for petroleum, natural gas, coal and electricity and (2) The 

"Steady Energy Price" case assumed steady energy prices throughout the four-year period. 

Em's analysis examined what the impact would be on the growth of the economy if 

energy prices had remained steady throughout the four-year period from 1997:l to 2001:1, 

compared to the roller coaster path they actually took. As hypothesized, the falling energy prices 

boosted economic growth, while the subsequent price jumps dampened growth. Less expected 

was the finding that this was not a zero-sum game. The falling energy prices in 1997-1998 

boosted the economy by about 0.3 percentage points. However, rising prices in 1999-2000 

dampened GDP growth by as much as 0.7 percentage points. Over the entire four-year period, a 

steady energy price path could have potentially boosted GDP growth by 0.2 percentage points 

compared to the volatile price path. EIA concluded that all other things equal, the economy 

would most likely perform better with stable or predictable energy prices than when the price of 

Several other studies have also examined relationships between price volatility and 

broader economic impacts. Ben S. Bema e, now Chaiman of the Federal Reserve Board, in a 

r titled "'lneversibility, Uncertainty, d Cyclical Invest 
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No. 502, July 1980), examined the optimal timing of real investment when those investments 

were irreversible and when new infomation about the future returns would be arriving over 

time. Bemake concluded that uncertainty retards the current rate of investment because it 

increased the value of waiting for new infomation. In a 1996 analysis titled "Oil Price Volatility 

and the Macroeconomy" (Journal of Macroeconomics, Winter 1996, Vol. 18, No. 1, pp. 1-26), J. 

Peter Ferderer found that both oil price changes and oil price volatility have different and 

negative impact on output growth, and that price changes up and down have asymmetric effects. 

Q: How is volatility measured? 

A: "Volatility" and "risk" mean different things to different people, and different approaches 

have been developed to express this. For some, volatility is best understood by visual 

comparisons, charting prices and price changes over time. For others, volatility can be 

represented by the occasional "big event" - a maximum one-day loss, or the biggest year-to-year 

change. 

A useful and common way of measuring price volatility is the use of the statistical 

function known as the "standard deviation." The standard deviation is a measure of how widely 

numbers are spread out from the average value (the mean) of a population. The standard 

deviation is calculated as the square root of the "variance," which in turn is computed as the 

average squared deviation of each number from its mean. 

The standard deviation is always a positive number and is always measured in the same 

units as the original data. A relatively large value indicates that the data points tend to be 

dispersed far from the mean, while a small value indicates that they are clustered closely around 

en the data are nomafly distributed (a "'bell curve'' distribdion), t 

deviation kelps escribe the likelihood and ma of outliers. In a normally distri 
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population, a little over two-thirds (about 68.26%) of the values will fall within one standard 

deviation away from the mean, and about 95 percent (95.46%) of the values are within two 

standard deviations. The range of two standard deviations about the mean is a commonly-used 

benchmark for statistical significance, and is often referred to as the "95-percent confidence 

interval ." 

Many people - particularly those in the financia! cornunity - prefer a more quantitative 

formulation of "volatility" that can then be used in various option pricing models and portfolio 

analyses. Most commonly, volatility is measured as the standard deviation of an asset's rate of 

return relative to "the market" rate of return. Over some time frame (e.g., days, months, or 

hours), the returns of the asset relative to the market are measured and used in the statistical 

calculation of standard deviation. The greater the standard deviation, the higher the volatility. 

Even within this frequently-used approach of calculating standard deviations, there are 

several variations. As noted above, the frequency of the measurement period (e.g., days, months, 

or hours) and the length of time over which observations are made can vary. Volatility can also 

be measured historically by examining past data, or prospectively by looking at futures markets 

and forecasts. 

Ultimately, there is no single "right" approach; the appropriate method depends upon the 

questions being considered. Some questions may call for an understanding of the average 

variability within the data, and others may be focused on the extreme outliers. For my purposes 

here, the set of questions posed and the variety of tools used to answer them collectively build to 

my findings that coal prices are much less volatile than other fossil fuels, and that this is tm 

confers benefits for its use. Accordingly, hi&ly qu titative calculations of fuel price volatility 

ative, but are not necess 
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Q: What factors drive changes in ener 

A: Like other commodities, prices for fuels are set Iargeiy by forces of supply and demand. 

But the factors affecting coai prices are very different from those affecting oil and gas, and this 

has important implications for fuel price volatility. 

The U S .  has vast reserves of coal. Its major market is the U.S. electric power sector. 

High tmsportaiion costs limit intemationai traffic, while environmental concerns and ease-of- 

use considerations limit coal's role in other sectors. Relatively abundant supply and predictable 

growth tend to make for a steady market, especially in the longer-term. Longer-term prices tend 

to be set by mining and transportation costs, which tend to change slowly over time in response 

to changes in productivity, labor costs, technology, and other factors. 

Petroleum prices are set in a world market. The U.S. is a relatively high-cost oil producer 

with a gradually diminishing share of world production. World reserves and production are 

concentrated in relatively few regions, often with state-controlled production and other limits to a 

full and free market. For the past few years, world demand has been growing faster than new 

productive capacity, with the result that there is now very little if any excess capacity globally. 

With relatively inelastic supply and demand, world oil prices are highly volatile, responding to 

changes in international economic growth, weather, infrastructure, world politics and much 

more. 

Natural gas was once seen as a regional or national fuel, but increasingIy trades on a 

world market, To some extent, oil and gas prices have long been linked by market competition 

and contract pricing provisions. However, more recently the global market for liquefied natural 

gas (LNG) has begun to expand at a rapid rate. As this global maket evolves and grows, we 
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should expect gas and oil prices to become more tightly linked, with regional differences in gas 

prices mainly reflecting transportation cost differences. 

II(b). ANALYSIS OF FUEL PRICE VOLATILITY 

Q: What types of energy prices did you examine? 

A: I examined three types of data: historical price data, futures market data, and price 

forecast data. Each of the data sets confirms the greater volatility of natural gas prices, and 

therefore their greater price risk relative to coal. I will discuss each of these in turn. 

II(b)(l). HISTORICAL PRICE DATA 

Q: Please describe your analysis of historical price data. 

A: I first examined annual data on electric utility fuel purchases and average residential rates 

over the time period 1973-2005. These data are collected and reported by the Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) of the U.S. Department of Energy. 

For fossil fuels, the data series of primary interest were the average annual cost of coal, 

natural gas, and oil received at electric generating plants. These averages are expressed in dollars 

per million Btu ($NMBtu), including taxes. By quantity, coal is by far the largest fossil fuel 

input for electricity, followed by natural gas. Petroleum is presently a distant third, although 

previously it had a larger market share. To remove the effects of general price inflation over this 

period, I have adjusted these price series by the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Implicit Price 

Deflator, so that all prices can be compared on a basis of constant year 2000 dollars. 

For the same 1973-2005 time period, I then tabulated EL4 data for the avera 

of electricity for the residential sector. These averages are presented in units of cents per 

kilowatt-hour (k es. Were, too, the CDP Implicit Price Deflator was used to 

rice series so that all s can be compare on a constant 2 asis, 
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Q: What patterns did you see concerning fossil fuel costs and electric rates? 

A: Table 1 presents the data develope for this comparison. The key time series are charted 

in Figure I ,  graphing the average fossil fuel prices and residential electricity prices (in real 

2000$) over the 1973-2005 time period. Several important points can be seen in Table I and 

Figure 1: 

Q Ttre real (inflation-adjustedj price of coal shows a refatively steady pattern, with small 

year-to-year changes and a general downward trend over time. 

The real (inflation-adjusted) prices for oil and gas show much greater year-to-year 

fluctuations, with average prices in some years being more than $l.OOMMBtu higher or 

lower than the previous year's average price. 

0 The real price trend for average residential electric rates generally tends to parallel that 

seen for coal prices, with modest year-to-year price changes. The primary departures 

from the coal price trend appear to be in the form of moderate upward bumps in average 

residential electric rates in the mid-1970s, early 1980s, and early 2000s. (Note that while 

the trend for residential electric rates may appear "bumpier" and therefore more volatile 

than coal, the absolute levels are higher and this makes the annual changes smaller on a 

percentage basis.) 

The upward bumps seen in average residential electric rates appear to coincide with price 

spikes seen for oil andfor gas during those periods. 

Q: Wow much volatility can be seen in the historic energy price dab? 

A: The relatively greater volatility seen in natural gas and oil prices can also be quantified 

using stmdard statistical oaches, pafiicularly the st dard deviation. Ho ever, since the data 

are in a time series, the obse ations are not independent, in rice at the begiming of a 
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year is the ending price of the previous year, Because of this autocorrelation, a comonly-used 

approach is to aIyze the price changes from one period to the next, rather than the absolute 

price level. These changes can be expressed either as the absolute price change in each period or 

as the percentage change over the last period. 

Table 2 calculates the year-by-ye= changes from the price and cost levels seen in Table 

1, and calculates the standard deviations of these changes. These calculations were made in real 

terms (inflation-adjusted 2000 dollars), and clearly show the higher volatility of oil and gas 

prices relative to coal, both on an absolute and percentage basis: 

The average residential electric price showed relatively small year-to-year changes. The 

annual changes over the 1973-2005 period indicated a standard deviation of only 3.7 

percent, and 0.32 cents per kWh. The 95 percent confidence interval for these annual 

changes wouid be plus-or-minus 0.64 cents per kWh. 

Coal prices showed the smallest year-to-year changes among the fossil fuels. The annual 

changes over the 1973-2005 period indicated a standard deviation of only 11.6 percent, 

and $0.16 per MMBtu. The 95 percent confidence interval for these annual changes 

would be plus-or-minus $0.32 per MMBtu. 

Petroleum prices showed the largest year-to-year changes among the fossil fuels. The 

annual changes over the 1973-2005 period indicated a standard deviation of 30.0 percent, 

and $1.08 per MMBtu. The 95 percent confidence interval for these annual changes 

would be pius-or-minus $2.16 per Btu, substantially more than the entire average 

cost of coal. 

as prices also s o w d  Iarge year-to-year changes. The m u a l  ch 
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The 95 percent confidence interval for these annual changes would be plus-or-minus 

$1.34 per MMBtu, about equal to the entire average cost of coal. 

From this analysis we can easily conclude that the historical prices for natural gas have 

been far more volatile than the prices for coal, both on an absolute as well as a percentage basis. 

II(b)(2). FUTURES MARKET DATA 

Q: Please describe your analysis with respect to futures markets. 

A: Data from futures markets confirm that oil and gas prices are highly volatile and 

unpredictable as compared with coal prices. As part of my analysis, I examined data from the 

New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (NYMEX), the world's largest physical commodity futures 

exchange. NYMEX pioneered the development of energy futures and options contracts over 25 

years ago, bringing price transparency and risk management to these markets. Hedgers use the 

futures to help stabilize the revenues or costs of their business operations because they have an 

offsetting position in the physical market. Other investors seek to profit from market movement 

because they do not have offsetting physical positions, and in doing so provide the liquidity 

hedgers need to take positions. 

NYMEX trades several energy commodity futures, including light sweet crude oil, 

natural gas, electricity, and coal. Crude oil and natural gas markets are particularly active, and 

allow investors at any time to speculate or hedge on the prices, by month, up to five or six years 

into the future. If one looks at the futures price for natural gas, as an example, one sees in 

essence the marketplace's consensus forecast for montI-tly prices over the futures period, taking 

into account the various expectations of supply, demand, seasonal factors, and other 

considerations. 
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For my purposes here, it is more instructive to examine futures contracts near the end of 

their lifetime. For example, Figure 2 presents the price histories for futures contracts for natural 

gas and light sweet crude oil expiring ay 6, 2006. The histories show not only the general rise 

in prices over the past couple of years, but also the extreme volatility seen in rapidly changing 

expectations in turbulent market times. 

For natural gas, futures contracts expiring in May 2006 cou!d have been purchased for 

under $4.00 per MMBtu in early 2003. But these futures contracts turned out not to be an 

accurate forecast of the actual future price of natural gas. Prices have generally soared 

since 2003, peaking at over $14 per MMBtu during the last half of 2005. Mild winter 

weather and other factors have acted to bring prices down sharply since then, but at 

recent prices still over $6 per MMBtu, this futures contract is still far above its price of 

just a few years ago. 

a For light sweet crude oil - the world's most actively traded commodity - futures 

contracts expiring in May 2006 could have been purchased for under $40 per barrel in 

late 2004. By about August 2005, prices had climbed to about $70 per barrel, then fell to 

below $60 per barrel, and has since been up and down in the $60-$70 per barrel range. 

With crude oil having an energy content of about 5.8 MMBtu per barrel, a $10 per barrel 

change is price is equivalent to about $1.72 per MMBtu price change. 

As was seen in Table I, the average price of coal for electric generating pIants has 

remained under $2.00 per M Btu since before 1990. Wenc , just the changes in prices for oil 

and natural gas futures in the past couple of years have been greater than the entire price of 

delivered coal. 
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II(b)(3), FUEL PRICE FORECASTS 

Q: Please describe your analysis wit nt foreasts of fossiI fuel prices? 

A: A review of current and historical price forecasts also confirrns the highly volatile nature 

of natural gas and oil prices as compared with coal prices. 

Among the most widely known and read forecasts of energy markets is the Annual 

Energy Outlook, published annually by the Energy Information Administration. The Annual 

Energy Outlook (AEO) develops detailed year-by-year projections of US.  energy markets. 

EIA's most recent set of forecasts - AEO 2006 - includes energy projections out to the year 

2030. 

The Reference Case projections of AEO 2006 are based on Federal, State, and local laws 

and regulations in effect on or before October 3 1, 2005. As such, they may best be thought of as 

a "business-as-usual" scenario, and not necessarily a prediction that includes a best guess on 

future policies. AEO 2006 also develops other scenarios to test the sensitivity of key parameters. 

Table 3 shows the Reference Case price forecasts from AEO 2006. These prices show 

year-by-year forecasts through the year 2030 for fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas, and coal) 

delivered to the electric power sector. The AEO 2006 prices were published in units of 2004 

dollars per MMBtu, and so I have converted them into year 2000 dollars (using the GDP Implicit 

Price Deflator) in order to facilitate comparability with other infomation presented herein. 

Figure 3 presents some of the key AEiO 2006 forecasts in graphical form. From Figure 3 and 

Table 3, several important aspects of the AEO 2006 forecasts can be observed: 

a For both natural gas and oil, EL4 is forecastin price dedines from the sharp spikes 

experienced in 2005. Forecast prices are seen as deelinin 
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the period 2010-201 5, and then resuming a radual yet steady upward climb through the 

year 2030. 

Throughout most of this period, oil and gas prices move roughly in parallel. The oil price 

is seen as hi&er, as the power sector's average includes both distillate and residual fuel. 

Prices for residual fuel and natural gas are forecast as usually being within 10 percent of 

each other on a national average. 

Steam coal prices show very little price movement over this forecast period. Over the 

entire 2003-2030 period, coal prices fluctuate by less than $0.20 per MMBtu, and rarely 

more than $0.03 per MMBtu in any given year. By comparison, annual fluctuations in 

prices for oil and gas are often 10 times more than those for coal, 

EIA's report notes that the prices in the AEO 2006 reference case reflect a shift in their 

thinking about long-term trends in oil markets. World oil markets have been extremely 

volatile for the past several years, and EL4 now believes that their previous price 

forecasts did not fully reflect the causes of that volatility and the implications for long- 

term average oil prices. Gas prices also reflect updated thinking on growing demands, gas 

production potential from domestic sources and unconventional sources, and new imports 

of LNG. The rapid growth of LNG imports is particularly significant, as these supplies 

compete on the world market and are often tied directly to crude oil prices. 

EM also develops alternative projections from its Reference Case forecasts in AEO 

2006, using scenarios named "High Pr i ce 'kd  "'Low Price." The scenarios vary mainly by 

incorporating different assumptions about the size of the world and U.S. resource bases for oil 

and gas, usually lus or minus IS percent from e Reference Case. Fi re 4 summarizes the key 

price praections for the electric er sector fossiI fuel prices: 
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Petroleum prices are extremely uncertain, and modest changes (15 

assumptions have a dramatic effect on long-term prices. y 2030, the high petroleum 

prices for the electric power sector are nearly triple those of the low price case, and vary 

by nearly $8 per MMBtu. 

Natural gas prices also span a substantial range, but less than those for petroleum, By 

2030, the high natural gas prices for the electric power sector are almost half again as 

high as in the low price case, a difference amounting to more than $2.00 per MMBtu. 

Coal prices show little change in prices. While the higher oil and natural gas prices serve 

to boost demand for coal and increase its costs for production and transportation, these 

effects on the vast U.S. coal resource base are modest. By 2030, the high coal prices for 

the electric power sector are less than 20 percent higher than in the low price case, a 

difference amounting to only $0.21 per MMBtu. Here, too, the price sensitivity of coal is 

less than one-tenth that of petroleum and natural gas. 

What can we learn by comparing past forecasts to more recent ones? 

Forecasts are only predictions of the future, not guarantees. Forecasts are made by 

imperfect humans using imperfect data and an imperfect understanding of how they all connect. 

Unexpected events, changes in laws and regulations, and new interactions within the economy 

will all act to steer the future in different directions from our earlier predictions. Even the largest, 

most impmial, and most experienced efforts at forecasting energy markets, such as EM'S 

Annual Energy Outlook, will in hindsight be seen to have "'missed"Yn various ways. 

EIA first published the Annual Energy Outlook in 1982, and the AEO 2006 marked the 

25th annual edition. In early 19 2, the world was facing near-record high oii prices, high 

ation, and a stumbling economy. The 25 years since then have seen 
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unexpected changes in technologies, economic structure, world politics and trade, and much 

e set of AEOs published over this period serve as an archive of then-contemporaneous 

expert thinking as to how all of these factors would shape the future of energy supply, demand, 

and prices. This archive shows that the expert predictions often missed dramatic shifts in oil and 

gas prices. 

For my analysis here, I compiled infomation from each of tfhe 25 AEOs published over 

the 1982-2006 period. Specifically, I recorded from each AEO the price forecasts for petroleum, 

natural gas, and coal delivered to electric generators over the forecast period. AFiO generally 

publishes its forecasts in 5-year increments; for example, the AEO 1982 published forecasts for 

1985 and 1990, while the M O  2006 publishes for 2010,2015,2020,2025, and 2030. (I note that 

some of the AEOs also publish forecasts for some of the intervening years, but this is not 

consistent over the publication's history,) Also, because each AEO published prices in varying 

year dollars (e.g., the AEO 1982 expressed prices in 1982 $/MMBtu, while the AEO 2006 

expresses prices in 2004 $/MMBtu), it was necessary to convert each price series into year 2000 

dollars, using the GDP Implicit Price Deflator. 

Table 4 presents this 25-year set of AEO forecasts for (A) petroleum, (Bj natural gas, and 

(C) coal prices delivered to electric power generators. While the tables are dense with 

information, they reveal a wealth of insight regarding a quarter-century's worth of expectations 

regarding future fossil fuel markets. First, let us take each fuel in turn: 

8 Petroleum prices (Table 4aj in the early 1980s were at record highs, and expectations 

were widespread that prices would continue rising into the future. I-Iowever, that did not 

happen. As the 19 0s progressed, oil shorta s eased, and prices an price projections 

moved lower. By the late 19 0s and early 19 Os, talk of an "oil 
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forecasts increasingly Iower. After 2 , this trend begm to reverse itself, and since then 

forecasts have been tren ing increasingly upwards, but none of Em's forecasts captured 

the very high prices being experienced today. Most recently, the AEO 2006 forecasts 

project a future petroleum price path that is about 30 to 40 percent higher than forecasts 

made just a year ago. 

Natural gas price forecasts (Table 4b) made over the past 25 years generally parallel 

those made concurrently for petroleum. Significantly, none of EIA's Annual Energy 

Outlooks made over the years have been able to foresee the recent dramatic escalation in 

natural gas prices. Indeed, in AEO 1995 through AEO 2003, natural gas price forecasts 

to electric generators for 2005 all came in at under $4.00 per MMBtu (in year 2000 $), 

and usually substantially less. Actual data for 2005 (EIA Monthly Energy Review, April 

2006, Table 9.1 1, page 137) now show that the actual price averaged $8.45 per MMBtu, 

equal to $7.59 per MMBtu in year 2200 0 .  In other words, natural gas prices are so 

volatile that for the past decade, the nation's leading energy forecasting agency 

underestimated current natural gas prices by half. 

Coal price forecasts (Table 4c) have generally declined for the past 25 years. Whereas 

petroleum and natural gas price forecasts have always been more volatile and driven by 

various world events, coal price forecasts have always tended to be dominated by the 

enormous domestic coal reserves and relatively elastic, or "flat," coal supply curves. And 

unlike perroleurn and natural gas price forecasts that almost always show h i ae r  prices in 

the out-years, coal price forecasts wiII sometimes show declining long-tern prices, 

depending upon the assumptions made re arding future labor costs, mining productivity, 

and other costs. 
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These compilations of AEO forecasts can also be examined from another angle by 

looking at the volatility of the forecasts themselves from year-to-year. This can be done by 

charting year-over-year changes in price forecasts for a single year. For the year 2010, for 

example, we can see how expectations shifted as the long term grew closer. The EIA first began 

making projections to the year 2010 in its AEO 1990, and they continue to include that as one of 

its target years. By charting 2010 fuel price forecasts from the various AEO ptablieaticrns made 

1990 to 2006, we can in effect simulate NYMEX commodity futures, but in this case over a 

much longer period of time. 

Figure 5 presents four charts showing fuel price forecasts for the years 2000,2005,2010, 

and 2020. Each chart uses all of the available AEiO publications, and simultaneously shows 

petroleum, natural gas, and coal price forecasts to electric generators. Like the charts of the 

NYMEX commodity futures, we can see how expectations of prices at a specific end-date 

changed as that end-date drew closer: 

For petroleum and natural gas for the forecast target years 2000 and 2005, end-year price 

projections generally fell over the periods spanned by the AEOs. These forecasts were 

made over a period of generally falling or stable market prices, and each year the 

forecasters incorporated more of that pattern into their future projections. 

e For petroleum and natural gas for the forecast target years 2010 and 2020, we can 

observe end-year price projections generally falling through the early and mid-1990s. By 

the late 1990s and continuing today, AEO projections began showin gradually higher 

price forecasts for 2010 an 2020, with substmtially higher estimates made in the past 
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Coal prices show a very stable set of price projections for all four of the forecast target 

years shown. During much of the 19 Os, actual coal mining productivity continued to 

exceed expectations, and forecasts increasingly reflected these mining cost reductions. 

Over the "comodity futures" period, both petroleum and natural gas show very high 

volatility. The highest price points are two to three times that of the lowest, with the 

future prlce for each fluctuating by several dollars per MMBtu. 

Coal prices, in contrast, show relatively little volatility over the "commodity futures" 

period. The highest price points are about twice those of the lowest, reflecting a more 

pessimistic view of coal mining costs in the earlier years of the AEO. But because coal 

prices are so much lower than petroleum and natural gas, the future price for coal 

fluctuates by no more than about $1.50 per MMBtu over the forecast period. 

What do you conclude from your review of fuel price forecasts? 

Historically, oil and gas prices are far more subject to market vicissitudes than coal 

prices. Thus, the 1970s and early 1980s were a turbulent time for petroleum and natural gas 

supplies, characterized by expectations of high prices well into the future. Through the mid- 

1980s and most of the 1990s, the market outlook brightened for consumers, and petroleum and 

natural gas price forecasts trended progressively lower. In the last few years, however, available 

supplies for both fuels have been much tighter, resulting in sharply higher market prices and 

rapidly increasing expectations for higher prices well into the future, 

Coal price expectations, on the other hand, are based much more on domestic mining and 

transportation costs, and are influenced heavily by trends in labor costs and mining productivity. 

Price forecasts for coal have generally trended downward since the 1980s, as improvements in 

or productivity and rail rates have exceeded earlier expectatiorzs. Because of these tren 
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forecasted price differential between coal and natural gas is widening, weakening natural gas's 

ability to be a competitive Long-mn fuel for power generation, 

Q: Please summarize your conclusions on the overall volatility of fossil fuel prices, 

A: in addition to the trends in fuel prices - both historic and forecast - the greater price 

volatility of natural gas and petroleum should be taken into account. Using several quantitative 

and qualitative measures of volatility, it is clear that both natural gas and petroleum have a very 

volatile price path, whereas coal shows a much lower volatility. This difference in volatility is 

evident not only as a percentage of price, but given coal's much lower price to begin with, 

volatility as measured by changes in $ per MMBtu shows a dramatic advantage for coal. 

111. EFFECTS ON THE PUBLIC OF F m L  PRICE VOLATILITY LEADING 
TO H I G m R  COSTS 

Q: What issues do you address in this section of your testimony? 

A: This part of my analysis examines some of the consequences that would result from fuel 

seIection choices that increase exposure to volatility and high prices. I examine both the 

economic consequences of higher energy prices and, because wealth is directly correlated with 

health, the health consequences of higher energy prices. These economic and health 

consequences are both risks that must be considered in determining whether Big Stone Unit 11 

should be built or replaced by an alternative type of power supply. 

III(a). ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 

Q: Why are higher prices for fossil fuel a matter of concern? 

A: For an electric power company, higher fuel prices means higher costs for generating 

power. Ultimately, these costs are recovered from the customers in the form of higher rates, 

is no longer available for households to s 
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housing, education and other purposes. As discussed below, for many, this drop in household 

disposable income will affect health, safety, and mortality. 

&cant is this Likely to be in the context of Big Stone Unit II? 

A: Quite significant. Since a 600 MW unit consumes such large quantities of fuel, even 

small changes in fuel prices amount to very large changes in annual costs. For illustration, 

assume that if instead of coal, a natural gas combined cycle (NGGC) plant was proposed. If the 

NGCC plant was 600 MW, had a 7200 BtuIkWh heat rate, and operated at an 80 capacity factor, 

then each year it would generate about 4.2 million MVVh and consume about 30 million MMBtu 

of gas. For this single unit, then, a change in gas prices of only $0.01 per MMBtu over the course 

of a year would change total costs by about $300,000. If future natural gas prices are uncertain 

by $1.00 per MMBtu (or more), then total annual costs for a gas-fueled alternative to Big Stone 

Unit I1 may vary by tens of millions of dollars per year. 

Q: What impact do higher fuel prices have on the economy? 

A: Higher energy prices can become a drag on the economy, boosting inflation rates and 

slowing overall economic activity. Energy expenditures are a large part of our economic activity, 

and higher prices quickly show up in national inflation indices. When energy prices are sustained 

at high levels, they begin to affect the core inflation rate (the rate that excludes energy and food) 

through their continued pressure on the prices of other commodities, transportation, and other 

energy-intensive goods. 

Historically, high energy prices have had adverse effects on the economy. Looking from 

the 1970s forward, there are observable and dramatic changes in CDP growth as the world oil 

price has undergone dramatic change. The price shocks of 1973-74, the late 1970slearly 1980s, 

and early 1990s were all followed by recessions, which were then followed by a rebobin 
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economic growth. The pressLlre of energy prices on aggregate prices in the economy created 

adjustment problems for the economy as a whole. As shown in Figure 6, these relationships 

among energy prices, inflation, and CDP growth have been explored by the Energy Infomation 

Administration and others. As can be seen, energy prices have correlated closely with inflation, 

and are inversely correlated with growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

These relationships to economic growth can also be observed in forecasts. Each year, as 

part of the Annual Energy Outlook forecasts, the Energy Information Administration develops 

alternative scenarios with higher and iower world oil prices. In the Low Price scenario, for 

example imported crude oil prices are $37.00 per barrel in the year 2010, compared to a $43.99 

per barrel reference case price. The effect on GDP in 2010 is about $60 billion, where the lower 

oil price leads to an extra 0.5 percent in GDP (AEO 2006, Tables C-1, C-2). 

To some, these effects of higher fuel costs may seem minor and certainly manageable. 

But to those households with lower income, energy prices can constitute a crushing burden. A 

recent paper titled "Energy Cost Burdens on American Families" (Eugene M. Trisko, for 

Americans for Balanced Energy Choices, October 2005, 

http://www.ceednet.orgldocs/ABEC%20Mernber%20Documents/Energy%2OPrice%20Impact% 

20Study.pdf) used federal government data to analyze the effects of 2005 prices for residential 

and transportation energy. Trisko found that overall, the 56 percent of American families with 

incomes of $50,000 or less (totaling 63 million families) will spend 20 percent of their pre-tax 

income on energy in 2005, In contrast, households with family incomes greater than $50, 

will spend only five percent of their goss incomes for residential and transportation energy. 
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1 Q: Are Big Stone Unit f l  customers at greater than average risk for fuel price 

2 volatility? 

3 A: Yes. In addition to electricity, we use substantial mounts of natural gas and petroleum in 

4 the residential sector, plus modest amounts of wood and other renewables. Nationally, this direct 

5 consumption of natural gas and petroleum in the residential sector is substantially greater than 

6 the electrical energy consumed. It follows that if this non-electric residential energy consumption 

7 is weighted heavily toward price-volatile energy sources, then the reliance upon those same 

8 energy sources for Big Stone Unit 11 could exacerbate the overall volatility risks for South 

9 Dakotans. 

10 Households in South Dakota and other West North Central states have higher than 

11 average consumption of natural gas and petroleum. This greater consumption is largely related to 

12 higher winter heating needs that largely utilize natural gas and petroleum fuels. Using data on 

heating and cooling degree-days, as reported by the Energy Infomation Administration, we can 

see that the West North Central region (comprised of Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota) is substantially colder than average in the winter, 

and somewhat warmer on average in the summer (DOE/EIA Annual Energy Review 2004, 

Tables 1.9 and 1.10, at http:l/www.eia.doe.govfemeu/aer/). For heating degree-days over the 

1971-2000 period, the West North Central region averaged more heating degree-days than any 

other Census region, 49.2 percent higher than the U.S, average. Conversely, the somewhat 

cooler-than-average summers led to the West North Central having 23.6 percent fewer cooling 

21 degree-days than the U.S. average. 

22 ereas summer cooling needs are typically met usin electricity-driven air conditioners 

23 and fans, winter heating needs are more o irect household use of natural gas 
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petroleum fuels, It would tend to fotIow that the colder regions of the country would have greater 

household consumption of natural gas and petroleum fuels. 

The Energy Information Administration, in its periodic Residential Energy Consumption 

Survey (RECS), develops state-wide estimates of energy consumption by type of fuel. EIA's 

most recent published estimates are for calendar year 2001. By dividing these estimates by the 

number of housing units in these states for 2001 (using Census Bureau data), we can attain per- 

household estimates of energy consumption, by state and by type of fuel. 

Table 5 summarizes these per-household calculations of residential energy use. As can be 

seen, South Dakota had both a higher-than-average consumption of non-electrical residential 

energy consumption and a greater proportion of that as natural gas and petroleum fuels. For non- 

electric energy consumption, the average South Dakota household in 2001 consumed 62.6 

MMBtu, compared to the national average of about 58.5 MMBtu per household. For natural gas 

and petroleum fuels, the average South Dakota household in 2001 consumed 59.0 MMBtu, also 

higher than the national average of 54.7 MMBtu. 

The heavy reliance on natural gas and petroleum fuels in the residential sector brings with 

it another risk of natural gas as a power plant fuel for South Dakotans. If natural gas is used as an 

energy source instead of coal at Big Stone Unit 11, there is an overall loss of fuel supply 

diversity. If natural gas supplies are constrained in supply andlor subjected to price spikes, 

residences can be hit twice - once in their direct consumption of fuel, and again in their use of 

natural gas-fueled electricity. 
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III(b). HEiZLTW CONSEQUENCES 

Q: Is there a relationship between costs and health? 

A: Yes. One of the most widespread and strongest research findings in the field of medical 

population statistics is that the higher the social and economic status (holding age and sex 

constant), the lower the probability of illness and mortality. This theory has been well 

documented over decades of research. The World Health Organization, the World Bank, and 

other noted institutions agree with this fact. 

For energy costs, this relationship is demonstrated and developed in the report titled 

Mortality Reductions from Use of Low-Cost Coal-Fueled Power: An Analytical Framework, 

dated December 2002. I was the lead author of that report. My co-author was Ralph L. Keeney, 

presently a Research Professor at Duke University's Fuqua School of Business. The report was 

peer-reviewed by James K. Hammitt (Associate Professor of Economics and Decision Sciences, 

Department of Health Policy and Management, Harvard School of Public Health) and Detlof von 

Winterfeldt (Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs and Research of the School of Policy, Planning, 

and Development at the University of Southern California, and Professor of Public Policy and 

Management). This report can be downloaded in full as a PDF document at 

http://ceednet.orgldocs/h/lortality%2OReductions.pdf. 

Q: What is the basis for asserting that reduced income is related to lesser health and 

higher mortality? 

A: In the 1980s, the noted political scientist Aaron Wildavsky fomulated the concept of the 

"richer is safer" (also referred to as "wealthier is healthier"}). In essence, this link between wealth 

and health relies on two facts. First, when individuals incur hi&er costs of regulator 

as k i ae r  prices for their energy use - less of their income is available for other 
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Second, individuals tend to use additional disposable income in ways that on average reduce 

their health. and safety risks therefore reduce deaths. Accordingly, when higher energy costs 

reduce the disposable income available for other purposes, they can increase other health and 

safety risks to individuals. 

Q: What are the ways in which energy costs affect health and mortality? 

A: Money spent on energy costs is not available to meet other household needs. Witk mare 

income, individuals tend to spend more on health care for themselves and their children, 

purchase more safety equipment, eat a more nutritious diet, and take other actions that decrease 

the likelihood of premature death by illness or accident, Conversely, individual reductions in 

disposable income tend to increase health and safety risks and the resulting deaths. Similarly, 

higher unemployment has been shown to have an adverse effect on safety, health, and longevity. 

There are many mechanisms that support the richer-is-safer and wealthier-is-healthier 

concepts. Some are directly due to individuals' actions and others are due to societal action. Here 

are a few examples: 

a When individuals have less disposable income, on average the following occur: nutrition 

is typically poorer, babies will have less prenatal health care, adults may forgo physical 

exams and preventative medical expenses (e.g, pap smears) and postpone safety 

purchases (e.g. home fire alarms), and individuals are less likely to attend smoking clinics 

to stop smoking or spend as much to reduce stress. 

* A general increase in the standard of living influences societal structure. Heaith and 

safety are improved via social mechanisms such as education. With more disposable 

income, students fro poor families will more likely complete high school and attend 

etter education ch ges both me's e about what is safe 
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and one's practice to pursue them. For exmpIe, sanitary procedures are improved, homes 

are 'khild-proofed" to reduce accidents, and more people start wearing seat belts. 

e A wealthier society leads to the development of a better and more diverse medical 

research establishment, to larger markets to stimulate creation of safer products, to an 

infrastructure of health clubs and many opportunities for exercise, and to the societal 

resilience to rapidly and efficiently attack new unforeseen problems threatening our 

collective health and safety. 

The fact that additional disposable income is used in ways that on average improve health 

and reduce the mortality risks of individuals applies to statistical averages and not necessarily to 

any specific individual whose behavior and risks contribute to those averages. For some 

individuals, additional income facilitates riskier andlor unhealthier activities. However, over 

broad populations the pattern is clear. 

Q: How does this relationship apply within relatively wealthy countries such as the 

U.S.? 

A: Much of the literature developing the relationship between income and mortality has 

examined the differences among countries, particularly the stark differences in average life spans 

between developing nations and impoverished ones. But this relationship is applicable within a 

country as well as across countries. Even in countries where the average household income is at 

a high level, the poorer segments of society will face disadvantages that collectively reduce 

average life spans. 

Figure 7 presents a scatter chart of househofd income vs. average life expectancy in the 

United States. Each of the 50 states is a data point on this chart. The x-coordinate for each data 

oint is hat  state's svera e household income, and the y-coordinate is avera 
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While the relationship is not perfect, there is a clear upward trend among the state averages. 

Higher-income states tend to have higher life expectancies than the lower-income states, often 3- 

4 years more on average. 

Q: What are the implications of this relationship for Big Stone Ijnit II? 

A: If Big Stone Unit I1 is not built, and a higher-cost alternative power source used instead, 

there would be higher costs for electricity to the consumers, and this in turn would lead to less 

disposable income available for those consumers to meet other household needs. 

Q: How would families be impacted by these economic dislocations? 

A: In most cases, reduced household income will mean cutting back on expenditures, 

including some that may have a direct impact on health and longevity. This is particularly true 

for lower-incomes homes with fewer surplus resources. For example, less disposabIe income 

may necessitate dropping insurance coverage, forgoing or delaying medical care, or denying 

children access to better schools or advanced education. In some cases, reduced household 

incomes may lead to poor nutrition or the family having to live in unsafe conditions. These are 

just a few of the factors that can lead to lesser health and increased mortality. Collectively, there 

are measurable health and mortality risks associated with significant reductions in househoid 

incomes and higher unemployment that can result from increased power costs. 

Q: Where within the population are these additional income-driven health and 

mortality consequences most likely to occur? 

A: These estimates of lesser health and increased mortality are not spread evenly across the 

population; the most vulnerable in our society are often the hardest hit. Increases in energy costs 

essive because, as data resesch by the U.S. Department of Energy show, low- 

reater percentage of their houselrofd s to cover ener 
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related expenditures. Further, lower-income families incur a geater mortality risk than do 

higher-income families when income is reduced. As a result, the health and mortality impacts are 

highly concentrated in lower income groups. These disproportionate effects would disadvantage 

certain minority communities where the average household incomes may be lower. 

Q: Wow does volatility in fuel prices affect your conclusions in this regard? 

A: As developed above, my conclusions are based on the loss of disposable household 

income resulting from having to pay higher prices for electricity. This linkage can be considered 

a fi rst-order impact, in that the higher fuel prices directly translate into lower disposable income 

for other purposes. 

But as I discussed, volatility in fuel prices creates additional negative impacts, disrupting 

labor markets and dampening overall GDP growth. Thus, even if fuel prices over time average 

the same, reliance on a energy source having higher volatility will have additional second-order 

impacts in the form of higher unemployment and lower household income. Both of these 

outcomes are linked to lesser health and higher rates of mortality. 

Q: How applicable are your conclusions specifically to the ratepayers for Big Stone 

Unit I1 power? 

A: There is evidence to suggest that the sensitivity to household income changes would be 

greater for the population affected by Big Stone Unit I1 than the national average, and as such the 

benefits to health, safety, and longevity of Big Stone Unit 11 (relative to higher-cost generating 

options) would be higher than use of the national averages alone would suggest. I say this 

because most of the counties to be served by the Big Stone Unit 11 plant on average have a lower 

average household income than the national average. Since lower-income families incur a greater 

health and mortality risk than do hi@er-income families when income is reduced, the health an 
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mortality impacts to households served by Big Stone Unit I1 would likely be greater than U.S.- 

wide avaseages would sug 

Table 6 shows data from the US. Census Bureau on medim household incomes for the 

U.S. and the counties to be served by Big Stone Unit 11. The Census Bureau data consists of 

model-based estimates of poverty and income for states and counties, and is developed from its 

Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates (SAIFE) program. The latest estimates are for 

calendar year 2003, and can be referenced at hnp:llw.ucw.census.govkheslwwwlsaipelcounty.html. 

The six companies that would share the output of Big Stone Unit I1 serve communities 

throughout large parts of western Minnesota and portions of North Dakota, South Dakota, and 

Iowa. The staff at Otter Tail Power Company helped me to match these cornunities to their 

respective counties. In all, the Big Stone Unit 11 project would serve portions of 48 of 

Minnesota's 87 counties, 12 of North Dakota's 53 counties, 9 of South Dakota's 66 counties, and 

one of Iowa's 99 counties. For each of these counties, I compared the median household income 

in 2003 to the U.S. average. 

As seen in Table 6 ,  U.S. median household income was $43,318 in 2003. South Dakota 

ranked 40th among states (including the District of Columbia), at $38,008 per household. North 

Dakota ranked 39th, at $38,223 per household. Minnesota, at $50,750 median household income, 

actually ranked seventh among states in 2003, well above the national average. However, a 

county-by-couslty examination indicates that Mimesota's high state average is driven mainly by 

wealthier counties in the imeapolis-St. Paul area, wh seas the Big Stone Unit I1 plant would 

service communities primarily in the western past of the state. These %estem Mimesota counties 

fas below the ~"Mimesota avera the U.S. average. 



APPLICANTS' EXHIBIT 32 

In South Dakota, all 9 of the counties to be served by Big Stone Unit I1 had a 2003 

median househotd income below the U.S. average. 

In North Dakota, 11 of the 12 counties to be served by Big Stone Unit I1 had a 2003 

median household income below the U.S. average. 

In Mimesota, 35 of the 48 counties to be served by Big Stone Unit 11 had a 2003 median 

househoid income below the U.S. average. 

The single county in Iowa to be served by Big Stone Unit I1 had a 2003 median 

household income above the U.S. average. 

In aggregate, 86 of the 118 counties in the four-state region that would be served by Big 

Stone Unit 11 had a 2003 median household income below the U.S. average. 

What are the implications of Big Stone Unit 11's service territory having a median 

household income lower than the U.S. average? 

A: It means that they are relatively more sensitive to the income effects on health and 

mortality. With a higher fraction of the households being more sensitive to the health and 

mortality effects of changes in household income, these counties would likely gain (or lose) 

more from Big Stone Unit 11's presence (or absence) than national averages would suggest. 

Because of this, the average national vulnerability to higher energy costs may be less than that 

for the population economically affected by Big Stone Unit 11. If so, then the health and mortality 

impacts for the Big Stone Unit I1 impacts would likely be greater than our use of national 

averages would suggest. 

IV. GONCLCSIOS 

Q: Was this material prepared Ply you or under your supervision? 

A: I prepared the material in this testimony. 
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1 Q: Insofar as this material is in the nature of opinion or judgment, does it represent 

2 your best jud 

3 A: Yes, it does. 

4 Q: Does this conclude your qualifications and prepared testimony? 

5 A: Yes, it does. 
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